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Temperature and precipitation distributions depend on variable topography and heterogeneous
landuse/landcover in the Indian Himalayan Region (IHR). It imparts a major concern for hydrological,
glaciological modelling, dam structure assessment, etc. Thus, there is an inherent requirement of robust
information for climate impact studies over the topographical variable and landuse heterogenous region in
the Indian Himalayan Region (IHR). In particular, the importance of bias corrections become critically
important over Himalayan river basins, in which model outputs with the corresponding in-situ observations are used for improving the model distribution. These improved details in present and future, as
well, are important to carry out the climate change impact studies at basin scale for hydrological,
glaciological, climatological studies, etc. Thus, in the present study Brstly, model Belds are bias corrected
with the corresponding in-situ observations. And then trends in these bias corrected data is compared
with the corresponding in-situ observations. These assessment of present and future changes in temperature and precipitation over Satluj River Basin (SRB) located in the western Himalayas is illustrated.
Model Belds are considered from a Regional climate model (REMO) from Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment-South Asia (CORDEX-SA) in three Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs), i.e., 2.6, 4.5 and 8.5 W/m2. These projections are bias corrected using distributed quantile
mapping. The precipitation (temperature) bias correction is performed using the distributed quantile
mapping on the gamma (normal) distribution. The standard trend statistics is applied for quantitative
assessment. A good capture of bias correction in temperature and precipitation is illustrated. EDcient
bias removal is depicted in cumulative distribution curve (CDF) at individual station. Trend analysis
shows that highest rate of precipitation decrement at low altitude station (Kasol) with the rate of
6.362 mm/year in RCP 8.5. Over the SRB highest rate of temperature increment is seen at highest
altitude station (Kaza) with the rate of 0.084°C/year in RCP 8.5. On an average, fall in precipitation and
increase in temperature with [99% conBdence level in RCP 8.5 is seen. In addition, intensity lowers in
other lower RCPs. The study sums up with the eDcacy of CORDEX-SA REMO model in capturing
present and future change in temperature and precipitation over the SRB in western Himalayas using the
bias correction.
Keywords. Future projections; RCPs; REMO; bias correction; Satluj River Basin; water budget.
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1. Introduction
Hindu-Kush Karakoram Himalayas (HKH) is the
mightiest mountain range in the world and hosts
major river basins in the southeast Asia (Palazzi
et al. 2013). Vulnerability of water resources due to
climate change is of great interest to environmental
and water resource researchers (Arnell 2004). As
we move west to east in the Himalayas, considerable variation in climatic as well as in hydrologic
response is observed (Rees and Collins 2006). In
the Himalayas, the farrago of orography, western
disturbance and monsoonal systems play dominating role in governing precipitation (Dimri et al.
2015; Singh and Kumar 1997). The complex and
variable topography and heterogeneous landuse/landcover pose difBculty in accurately simulating the associated processes over the Himalayas
(Dimri et al. 2008). In recent decades, these complex physical processes are better represented using
advance numerical models (Koster et al. 2002;
Lafon et al. 2013). Until few years back, most of the
hydrological and glaciological impact studies were
based on the outputs from general circulation
models (GCMs) (Teutschbein and Seibert 2010).
Representations of local physical processes in
GCMs, at coarser resolution, are very raw and
hence usage of regional climate models (RCMs), at
Bner resolution, became imperative (Fowler et al.
2007; Teng et al. 2015). While the RCMs improve
regional climate assessment, still they fall short as
compared to the corresponding in-situ observations. On comparison, RCMs outputs with corresponding in-situ observations show significant
biases. To bridge these gaps, bias corrections on
model outputs using corresponding in-situ observations are the recent techniques used and
employed (Teutschbein and Seibert 2012). Bias
correction eliminates the systematic errors arising
from the downscaling techniques, discretization
and averaging the parameters over larger domain
(Bannister et al. 2019).
The Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling
Experiment-South Asia (CORDEX-SA) is conceived under the World Climate Research Program
(WCRP) to produce high quality dynamical
downscaled data through international coordination (Giorgi et al. 2009). CORDEX-SA is extensively used by many authors to depict the climate
and its changes over Indian subcontinent including the Himalayas (Pechlivanidis et al. 2015;
Choudhary et al. 2017; Nengker et al. 2017). The
Regional Climate Model (REMO), a limited-area
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three-dimensional hydrostatic model of the
atmosphere, is one of the RCMs used in CORDEXSA and developed at the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology. Many studies have shown comparatively better performance of CORDEX-REMO
model over the Himalayas and other regions with
reported biases (Jacob et al. 2012; Dimri et al.
2013; Kumar et al. 2013; Akinsanola and Ogunjobi
2017; Engelhardt et al. 2017). For impact studies,
bias corrected model outputs are needed as most of
the time, the topographic induced variability is not
captured especially in precipitation (Akinsanola
et al. 2018). There exist many statistical processes
for bias correction, viz., linear, non-linear and
quantile mapping, etc., and they vary with their
applicability, ease of handling and performance
(Terink et al. 2010; Teutschbein and Seibert 2012;
Chen et al. 2013; Lafon et al. 2013). Among the
available methods of bias correction, the distributed quantile mapping is found to perform in
a more sophisticated way (Piani et al. 2010b;
Johnson and Sharma 2011; Ojha et al. 2012).
Temperature and precipitation are key hydrometeorological drivers, which assess the availability of water resources and ecosystem responses over
the Himalayas. There are studies using in-situ
observations for climate change estimation and
detection (Zhang et al. 2000; Klein Tank and
K€
onnen 2003; Alexander et al. 2006). Irrespective
of scarcity/paucity/shorter length of observations,
climate studies are carried out over the Himalayas.
In the western Himalayas, a rise of 1.6°C in average
temperature by the end of 20th century is reported
(Bhutiyani et al. 2007). This reported rise in temperature is mainly attributed to the anthropogenic
gaseous emissions and surface Cux changes.
Decreasing precipitation trends are reported over
the Uttarakhand Himalayas (Basistha et al. 2009).
In Nepalese Himalayas, the average increase of
temperature from 0.06 to 0.12°C per year is
reported (Shrestha et al. 1999). A recent analysis
over Nepalese Himalayas from 1971 to 2014 using
93 station observations shows that maximum
temperature is increasing by 0.56°C per decade
which is higher than the global average; however,
no significant trend in precipitation is found (DHM
2017). Jain and Kumar (2012) conducted research
in 30 major river basins of India and reported a
significant decrease in the annual precipitation
over Indus River Basin (IRB) during 1902–1982. In
a different study of long term precipitation over the
IRB, no trend was seen (Archer and Fowler 2004).
The study on mean temperature over the IRB
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shows a conCicting trend of climatic change due to
decrease in the annual mean temperature analyzed
over various periods in 20th century (Fowler and
Archer 2006). Besides several literatures on the
past climatic trend, the future climatic trend in
Himalayas and its river basins are very limited.
Lutz et al. (2014) reported an increase in the runoA
of Upper Indus Basin (UIB) mainly due to
increased glacier melt driven by increased temperature in near future. In a recent study over
Himalayas by using multiple models and their
ensemble, a statistically significant rate of temperature increment (0.03–0.09°C/year) is reported
in different seasons considering all representative
concentration pathways (RCPs) (Dimri et al.
2018). Choudhary and Dimri (2017), using multimodels from CORDEX-SA experiment, concluded
that future monsoonal precipitation will be wetter
over western Himalayas but will be drier over rest
of the Himalayas. Study also reports that this trend
will be more intensive in far future. Tiwari et al.
(2018) have shown hydroclimatic projection over
SRB.
Apart from these and other studies, existence of
proper study on bias corrected model Belds for the
present and future temperature and precipitation
trends/changes in a Sutlej River Basin (SRB) is
lacking in the Indian Himalayan Region (IHR). In
addition, it is important to mention the need of
bias corrected inputs from model Belds based on
corresponding in-situ observations for basin scale
hydrological, glaciological studies, etc. Most of
these studies do not follow bias corrected model
Belds to get an improved/more accurate future
scenario. Hence, in this study, a bias correction is
implemented over CORDEX-SA REMO model
outputs using corresponding in-situ temperature
and precipitation at some of the stations in the
SRB followed by assessing their trends. This will
provide an important insight for the basin scale
studies.
2. Study region, data and methods
2.1 Study area
The study is conducted over the SRB that lies in
the western Himalayan region and is a sub-basin of
IRB (Bgure 1). The Satluj River has its origin in
Tibet autonomous region and its basin covers up to
Bhakra dam in India having an area of 22,305 km2.
The altitude of the basin varies from 350 to 6735 m
with a smaller area over 6000 m altitude. More

details on physiography and climate over SRB is
explained in many past studies (Singh and Jain
2002; Maurya et al. 2018).

2.2 Data
Long term and good quality daily in-situ observations distributed over the SRB are considered
(Bgure 1). Out of this, available eight in-situ temperature and 10 in-situ precipitation observations
are used (table 1). For model output Belds, regional climate model REMO out of various suits under
CORDEX-SA experiment is used. REMO, a limited-area three-dimensional hydrostatic model of
the atmosphere, is developed at the Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology. Many studies have
shown comparatively better performance of CORDEX-SA REMO model over the Himalayan
regions with reported biases (Jacob et al. 2012;
Dimri et al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2013; Akinsanola
and Ogunjobi 2017; Engelhardt et al. 2017). Basis
of better performance could be due to its atmospheric component of the coupled atmosphere–
hydrology model system (Diimenil et al. 1996;
Jacob et al. 2001). REMO have two different
parameterization supports – one DWD physics and
other ECHAM4 physics. Both of these schemes are
same in the GCMs used at Max Plank Institute.
Further details on REMO model is available at
http://www.remo-rcm.de and due to the brevity of
present paper, it is not discussed/provided here in
details.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Quality control
2.3.1.1 Outliers: The quality control of the time
series is well adopted methodology since long
(Grant 1952). Presence of frequent outliers deteriorate the data quality used for the impact studies.
The aim is to see the existence of extreme values in
the observed dataset. The quality check is thus
applied for both temperature and precipitation
data from individual stations.
The outliers were identiBed as (Peterson et al.
1998; Trenberth and Paolino Jr 1980; Gonz
alezRouco et al. 2001):
Pout ¼ q0:75 þ 3IQR;
where q0:75 is the third quartile and IQR is the
interquartile range. There are few studies which
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Figure 1. Study area with location of meteorological stations.

Table 1. Description of observed data used in the analysis.

Stations
Berthin
Bhakra
Kalpa
Kasol
Kaza
Namgia
Nangal
Rakchham
Rampur
Suni

Elevation
(m)
657
518
2439
622
3639
2910
354
3130
976
655

Data length
Temp
–No Data–
1978–2005
1984–2005
1964–2005
1984–2004
1984–2005
–No Data–
1994–2005
1978–2005
1970–1998

Prec
1962–2005
1966–2005
1984–2005
1963–2005
1984–2005
1983–2005
1961–2005
1985–2005
1965–2005
1970–2005

also bring the outlier data to outlier threshold
deBned by the above formula (Barnett and Lewis
1974). Assessment of outliers in the precipitation
time series of 10 stations and temperature time
series of eight stations is shown in Bgures 2 and 9,
respectively, and discussed in succeeding sections.
In addition, statistics are given in table 2 and
discussed in the following sections.
2.3.1.2 Double mass curve: Double mass curve is
a visual examination of the consistency of the
long term hydro-meteorological data (Mu et al.
2010). It can also be used to adjust the existing

inconsistency among the time series. The method
was developed to check the inconsistency in the
precipitation data (Merriam 1937), but later it
has been used to test the inconsistency among
various hydro-meteorological applications. The
theory stands on the explanation that the
cumulative sum of one quantity, if plotted
against the cumulative sum of different quantity,
the resultant graph will be a straight line. If
there is break (kink) in the straight line, it means
that the data has inconsistency. The best results
of double mass curve can be analyzed from the
pattern plot of various station observations
rather than plotting it just for one station
observation (Merriam 1937). If there is inconsistency in just one curve, then one cannot predict
actual reason behind it; however, if the curve is
plotted for several stations then by analyzing the
pattern, one can reach a definite conclusion.
Double mass curve for precipitation is shown in
Bgure 3.
2.3.1.3 Bias correction: Precipitation. The
precipitation bias correction is performed by using
the distributed quantile mapping on gamma distribution. The approximation of statistical bias
correction method lies in a fact that both the
observed and model precipitation follows the
gamma distribution (Piani et al. 2010b):
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Figure 2. Outlier plot for the precipitation data from all stations, q0:50 represents the median and IQR represents the interquartile range.

Figure 3. Double mass curve for the precipitation data, individual line represents the double mass curve of corresponding
station.

x

eh x ðk1Þ
pdf ðx Þ ¼
;
Cðk Þhk
where x is the daily precipitation, k and h are the
form and scaling factor, respectively.
The parameter k and h are[0 and approximated
as:
 2
x
;
k¼
rx
h¼

rx 2
;
x

where x and r are mean and standard deviation of
the precipitation.
Finally, bias correction was performed as the
inverse function of observed precipitation over the
model precipitation as:
F ðx; k; hÞ ¼

cðk; x=hÞ
;
Cðk Þ

where c is lower incomplete gamma function.
The probability of the occurrence of the dry days
is accounted separately by using the Bernoulli’s
distribution. The drizzle and dry days threshold is
kept as 0.01 mm (Piani et al. 2010a).
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Table 2. Trend analysis of the future data from individual stations.
RCPs 2.6
Stations
Berthin
Bhakra
Kalpa
Kasol
Kaza
Namgia
Nangal
Rakchham
Rampur
Suni

Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q
Zs
Q

RCPs 4.5

RCPs 8.5

Temp

Prec

Temp

Prec

Temp

Prec

–
–
0.551
0.001
1.133
0.003
0.543
0.001
1.078
0.004
0.912
0.002
–
–
0.676
0.002
1.038
0.003
0.975
0.003

0.464
0.707
0.307
0.764
1.487
0.644
0.472
0.877
0.629
0.392
0.126
0.035
0.315
0.821
0.370
0.142
0.236
0.276
0.157
0.277

–
–
5.718**
0.017**
6.631**
0.017**
6.222**
0.019**
5.136**
0.030**
5.781**
0.017**
–
–
7.228**
0.020**
7.126**
0.021**
7.221**
0.025**

0.425
0.621
0.566
1.091
0.126
0.081
0.488
0.802
0.291
0.166
0.960
0.299
0.574
1.158
0.440
0.128
0.527
0.398
0.708
0.683

–
–
9.785**
0.049**
10.201**
0.051**
10.170**
0.056**
9.250**
0.084**
9.753**
0.053**
–
–
10.563**
0.060**
10.492**
0.059**
10.571**
0.071**

3.406**
5.708**
2.910**
4.960**
2.698**
1.340**
3.650**
6.362**
1.266
0.829
0.165
0.036
2.879**
5.237**
3.406**
0.903**
3.335**
3.030**
3.917**
5.244**

Zs represents the Mann–Kendall statistics and Q represents the median slope from Sen’s slope
estimator.
** marks the conBdence interval of [99%.

Temperature. The temperature bias correction
is also performed using the distributed quantile
mapping, but on the normal distribution as temperatures are well approximated through Gaussian
(normal) distribution.
The normal distribution with mean l and standard deviation r for the temperature data is
approximated as:
fN ðxjl; rÞ ¼

ðxlÞ2
1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  e 2r2 :
r  2p

The bias correction was performed as the inverse
function of the observed temperature over the
model temperature as (Teutschbein and Seibert
2012):
1
pd
obs ¼ Fobs ðFmod ðpmod ÞÞ;
1
where Fobs
is inverse CDF of pobs and Fmod is the
CDF of pmod .

2.3.1.4 Autocorrelation: The autocorrelation existence checks any serial correlation among the
time series. The bias corrected dataset is analyzed
for the autocorrelation coefBcient as (Box et al.
2015):

PN
r1 ¼

t¼2 ðet Þðet1 Þ
;
PN 2
t¼1 et

where r1 is lag-1 autocorrelation coefBcient, N is
number of samples, et is residual and et1 is lag-1
residuals.
If the autocorrelation is non-significant at 95%
conBdence level, then data can be used for the
trend analysis, otherwise the data must be transformed to decrease the significance of the serial
autocorrelation. We have adopted the Bartlett
two-standard-error bands for determining the
conBdence bound of white noise (Brockwell et al.
2002). The existence of serial autocorrelation in the
datasets lead to the frequent trend detection that
could not be obvious. However, sometimes the
removal of autocorrelation also deteriorates the
trend detection. It is advised that for a larger
dataset ðn [ 70Þ, higher slope and smaller coefBcient of variation, the data whitening should not be
€ oz 2007).
performed (Bayazit and On€
2.3.1.5 Trend analysis: Mann–Kendall test.
Mann–Kendall test is a non-parametric test and
is performed to detect the trend in the time
series data (Gocic and Trajkovic 2013).
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Mann–Kendall test statistics S is calculated as
(Mann 1945; Kendall 1975):
S¼

n1 X
n
X

sgnðxj  xi Þ;

i¼1 j¼iþ1

where n is number of time-series data, xi and xj are
the data values in the time series i and j ðj [ iÞ and
sgn is sign function as:
8
> þ1; if xj  xi [ 0

 <
if xj  xi ¼ 0
sgn xj  xi ¼ 0;
>
:
1; if xj  xi \0
The variance is computed as:
P
nðn  1Þð2n þ 5Þ  m
i¼1 ti ðti  1Þð2ti þ 5Þ
VarðS Þ ¼
;
18

The conBdence interval of Sen’s slope can be
calculated as:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ca ¼ Z1a=2 VarðS Þ;
where VarðS Þ is variance as discussed in Mann–
Kendall test and a is the level of significance.
3. Results and discussion
In the following sections, discussion on bias
corrected data and their usage in deBning trends
and elevation dependency over the SRB is discussed in details. These Bndings will impart
important information while bias corrected data is
used for hydrological and glaciological purpose.
3.1 Precipitation

where n is number of data points, m is number of tied
group and ti denotes the number of ties of extent i. A
tied group is a set of sample data having the same
value. In cases where sample size n [ 10, the
standard normal test statistics Zs is computed as:
8
S 1
>
>
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ; if S [ 0
>
>
>
VarðS Þ
>
>
<
if S ¼ 0 :
Zs ¼ 0;
>
>
>
>
S þ1
>
>
>
: pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ; if S\0
VarðS Þ
Positive value of Zs indicates the increasing trend
while the negative value of Zs indicates
the decreasing trend. Testing trend is done at the
speciBc a significant level. When jZs j [ Z1a=2 , the
null hypothesis of no trend is rejected.
Theil–Sen estimator: Theil–Sen estimator (Sen’s
slope) is calculated as (Sen 1968):
Qi ¼

ðxj  xk Þ
jk

for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N ;

where xj and xk are the data values at times series j
and k ðk [ jÞ, respectively. The N values of Qi are
ranked from smallest to largest and the median of
slope or Sen’s slope estimator si calculated as:
8
if N is odd
< Q½ðN þ1Þ=2 ;
Qmed ¼ Q½N =2 þ Q½ðN þ2Þ=2
:
; if N is even:
2
The Qmed sign reCects data trend reCection, while
its value indicates the steepness of trend.

3.1.1 Quality control
The outlier values are seen as a function of
interquartile range as explained in methodology
section. Figure 2 shows the precipitation outliers
plots, as per outliers’ equation in above section,
distributions at all 10 in-situ observations. In the
outlier plot for precipitation, few extreme values
beyond the threshold are seen. These values may
or may not be truly depending upon whether
similar type of precipitation is observed at other
stations or not. In addition, it could also be the
reason that precipitation is always more variable
over the SRB and some extreme values are definitely observed over a long span. However, it
warranted further check on the precipitation data
quality and hence, the double mass curves are
prepared and presented in Bgure 3. The double
mass curve is a visual explanation of the consistency/inconsistency among the precipitation data
and other type of hydro-meteorological data. The
double mass curve of each station’s cumulative
precipitation is plotted against the basin-wide
cumulative precipitation. The double mass curve
goes straight from its start point but shows a
distinct kink at around 1983 and then after again
it goes straight. The presence of kink generally
implies the inconsistency among the data. However, presence of similar pattern in all the stations explain that there is an overall increase of
the precipitation in basin after 1983. There could
be a possibility under the increased moisture
holding capacity of the atmosphere due to
regional warming. However, this observation
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needs to be investigated further. Quality control
analysis conBrmed the good quality of the
observed data and the data used directly to
undertake the bias correction with corresponding
model data.

3.1.2 Bias correction
Bias correction of precipitation is performed using
the Gamma distribution and cumulative distribution function (CDF) and is plotted for the wet
precipitation days in Bgure 4. The CORDEX-SA
REMO precipitation is simulated well for the stations located at the lower altitude. Higher altitude
stations viz., Kaza, Rakchham and Namgia show
significantly more bias. After bias correction exercise, the bias corrected model precipitation output
is found to much closure to the observed in-situ
precipitation than the non-bias corrected model
precipitation over the basin.
The time series of bias corrected precipitation
data for all 10 stations are plotted between the
period 2005 and 2100 (Bgure 5). The plot clearly
shows higher variability over higher altitude
stations and lower variability over lower altitude
stations. There is decrease in precipitation in RCPs
4.5 and 8.5 as compared to RCP 2.6. For further

J. Earth Syst. Sci. (2020)129:161
qualitative analysis, the trend statistics are applied
to individual station data.
3.1.3 Autocorrelation and probability
distribution
Before applying the trend statistics, the bias
corrected data are analyzed for the serial correlation.
The time series of individual stations are checked
for the serial correlation against the Lag-1 correlation coefBcient. In Lag-1 autocorrelation plot for
precipitation, the autocorrelation coefBcient is
found to be non-significant except for the Suni
station under RCP 8.5 (Bgure 6). The precipitation
records show clear nonexistence of the serial
correlation under the Lag-1 autocorrelation analysis. Hence, no pre-whitening is needed for the
precipitation data.
However, in general convention, if there is large
number of datasets (n [ 70), high slope and low
coefBcient of variation, the data are generally not
pre-whitened (table 3). In such case, pre-whitening
will decrease the trend detection or could aAect the
€ oz 2007).
actual slope (Bayazit and On€
The non-zero precipitation probability distribution is plotted using the gamma distribution for
observation stations along with historical and
RCPs datasets (Bgure 7). Our bias correction

Figure 4. Bias correction of precipitation data. The plot shows the cumulative distribution function of the wet precipitation
(p [ 0) of the observed data length available for the individual station and corresponding length of data abstracted from the
CORDEX-REMO. The wet precipitation is deBned as the precipitation [0.01 mm.
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Figure 5. Time series of the bias corrected precipitation data for individual station.

Figure 6. Lag-1 autocorrelation of precipitation data, the horizontal blue line represents the threshold for the autocorrelation to
being significant.

method is able to capture the maximum probability very eDciently. However, the low altitude and
high-altitude stations are having larger distributions as compared to observation datasets.
3.1.4 Stations trend
The Mann–Kendall test and Sen’s slope estimator is
applied on the future model data to get the quantitative assessment the future trend. The individual
RCPs are analyzed for the temperature and precipitation (table 2). The temperature data are analyzed

for the annual averages, whereas precipitation data
are analyzed for their annual sum. Precipitation
under RCP 2.6 also shows an increasing trend with
small non-significant slope. The highest slope is
observed with the rate of 0.877 mm/year at Kasol
station. Under RCP 4.5 precipitation among different stations shows decreasing as well as increasing
non-significant trend. The increasing precipitation
trend is observed for three higher elevation stations
and one lower elevation station, rest of the stations
show decreasing precipitation trend. Most of the
stations in RCP 8.5 show a significant decrease in
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Table 3. CoefBcient of variation for individual station.
RCPs 2.6
Stations

Temp

Berthin
Bhakra
Kalpa
Kasol
Kaza
Namgia
Nangal
Rakchham
Rampur
Suni

NA
0.021927
0.051395
0.023432
0.24738
0.048586
NA
0.065737
0.026327
0.027479

RCPs 4.5

RCPs 8.5

Prec

Temp

Prec

Temp

Prec

0.35912
0.39885
0.28528
0.33789
0.72117
0.43486
0.39859
0.29658
0.2473
0.29334

NA
0.026803
0.057362
0.029529
0.23129
0.056491
NA
0.081725
0.033256
0.037317

0.35288
0.42669
0.26296
0.33289
0.6681
0.41925
0.4267
0.27553
0.22972
0.27713

NA
0.051843
0.11529
0.061591
0.33916
0.10821
NA
0.16904
0.07079
0.081282

0.38904
0.44097
0.26937
0.36626
0.59527
0.39824
0.44075
0.30333
0.2568
0.31425

Figure 7. Probability distribution function of precipitation obtained from Btting the Gamma distribution to non-zero daily
precipitation using maximum likelihood estimation. The probability distribution is plotted for the observation data (table 1),
historical data (1961–2005) and 3 RCP scenario (2006–2100).

precipitation with the highest rate as 6.363 mm/
year at Kasol. Kaza is the only station showing
increasing non-significant precipitation trend, this
could be because of the conversion of most of the
snowfall into the wet precipitation.
3.1.5 Basin wide trend and altitude dependency
of future precipitation
Data of stations used in the present study are
assumed to be representative of the SRB, and

basin-wide mean of annual precipitation is estimated and presented in Bgure 8. The results show
that there is a minor non-significant precipitation
increment at basin scale under RCP 2.6 at a rate
of 0.298 mm/year. Additionally, the precipitation
shows a high variability throughout RCP 2.6,
especially around the end of the century. Under
RCP 4.5, precipitation is showing decreasing trend
(0.297 mm/year). In RCP 8.5, precipitation
trend is highly negative (3.39 mm/year) and
highly significant ([99% conBdence level).
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Figure 8. (a) Time series for the Satluj River basin calculated as the average of annual precipitation sum of each year from all
stations. The equation explains the y = mx + c pattern obtained from Sen’s slope analysis. ** marks the conBdence interval of
[99%. (b) Bar plot of precipitation data from individual station as an average of time series from 2018 to 2100, error bar marks
the standard deviation for the analysis period. The inset Bgure marks the linear regression plot between altitude and
precipitation. E represents the altitude of station and P represents the average annual precipitation sum.

The available stations’ elevation varies from as
low as 354 m to as high as 3639 m. Most of the
higher altitude stations are showing the highest
rate of temperature increment and the lowest rate
of precipitation decrement, hence we further analyze the elevation dependency among all stations.
Analysis shows that there is decrease in precipitation with increase in altitude (Bgure 8). The Kaza
station, which is also the highest available station
in the basin, shows high standard deviation in
precipitation under all RCPs. A strong negative
gradient in precipitation is observed with increase
in the basin elevation in all RCPs. However,
y-intercept is decreasing with the subsequent
increase in greenhouse gas emissions. This implies
that there will be a decrease in the precipitation
slope from RCP 2.6 to RCP 8.5 and the difference
in precipitation amount between highest and lowest altitude station will be minimized along subsequent increase in RCPs. Additionally, there is
variability in precipitation among the stations
which decreases with altitude. The lowest station is
showing the highest variability in precipitation
which subsequently decreases with the increase in
elevation and Kaza among the only exception with
high rate of variability. This implies the higher
Cuctuations in precipitation amount among lower
altitude station, while the higher altitude stations
are showing the moderate Cuctuations in future
precipitation amount.

The climatology of average annual precipitation
sum shows decrement of 0.30 mm/meter in all
RCPs. The implications govern a picture where
precipitation will decrease with altitude and subsequent increase in RCPs will decrease the basinwide variability in the precipitation which is
evident from the decrease in slope intercept.
3.2 Temperature
3.2.1 Quality control
The outlier values are plotted as a function of
interquartile range as explained in methodology
section. Figure 9 shows the temperature outliers
plots prepared at all eight in-situ observations. It
shows that the data are accurate as no value surpasses the threshold value with respect to median
and interquartile range. In addition, data are not
showing much deviation in long term. It proves the
accuracy and correctness of observed temperature
data. Finally, with the good quality data we moved
to next step.
3.2.2 Bias correction
Bias correction of temperature data is performed
using the Gaussian distribution. We have used the
daily time series for the bias correction with the
available daily time series for various stations.
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Figure 9. Outlier plot for the temperature data from all stations, q0:50 represents the median and IQR represents the interquartile range.

Figure 10 shows the monthly average of model,
observed and bias corrected data over whole time
series. Bhakra and Kasol stations show a close
match between the model temperature and corresponding observation (Bgure 10), while all other
stations show significant bias against the corresponding observations. It is noticed that the highaltitude stations show greater bias as compared to
the low altitude stations. Hence, it could be inferred that the CORDEX-REMO model does not
eDciently simulate high altitude temperature
variations. However, after bias correction, the
model performance is significantly improved and
the bias corrected model outputs Btted well against
the corresponding observations.
The time series of bias corrected temperature
data from eight stations under 3 RCPs (RCP 2.6,
4.5 and 8.5) between the periods 2018 and 2100 are
shown in Bgure 11. It shows temperature values in
two ranges. For higher altitude stations, these
values remain below *15°C, whereas for lower
stations these values remain between 20° and 25°C.
However, there is an increase in the mean annual
temperature for the RCP 8.5.
3.2.3 Autocorrelation and probability
distribution
Before applying the trend statistics, the bias
corrected data are analyzed for the serial correlation.
The time series of individual stations are checked
for the serial correlation against the Lag-1 correlation coefBcient. The Lag-1 autocorrelation plot
for temperature shows the high existence of serial
correlation for RCPs 4.5 and 8.5. However,

correlation coefBcient for RCP 2.6 is not significant
except for two stations (Bgure 12).
Additionally, the probability distribution functions were also plotted for observation datasets
along with the historical and RCPs datasets
(Bgure 13). Almost all stations, vertically follows
the same distributions which illustrates that our bias
correction method is quite good in capturing the
distribution of temperature. Also, the low probability of temperature indicates that the temperature
has a smooth distribution between its minimum and
maximum value. The probability distribution of
Kaza, which is a high-altitude station, is almost
Cattened and showing a limited variability between
minimum and maximum temperature.
3.2.4 Stations trend
The Mann–Kendall test and Sen’s slope estimator
is applied on the future model data to get the
quantitative assessment of the future trend. The
individual RCPs are analyzed for the temperature
and precipitation (table 2). The temperature data
are analyzed for the annual averages, whereas
precipitation data are analyzed for their annual
sum. Temperature under RCP 2.6 shows a small
rate of warming though the slopes are non-significant. The highest warming rate in RCP 2.6 is
observed at Kaza station, which is at the highest
elevation among all. Under RCP 4.5, temperature
with highest rate of warming is again observed at
Kaza with annual increment of 0.030°C. In RCP
4.5, all stations show warming trend with [99%
conBdence level. In RCP 8.5, we are seeing very
high increment rate in bias corrected datasets
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Figure 10. Bias correction of temperature data. The plot shows the monthly average of the observed data length available for the
individual station and corresponding length of data abstracted from the CORDEX-REMO.

Figure 11. Time series of the bias corrected temperature data for individual station.

which comes out to be 0.084°C per year that too in
a high conBdence level ([99%).
It is evident from the trend analysis that the
warming rate are more prominent over higher elevations than the lower elevation and the eAect is
more intensive for higher RCP. This could lead to a
rapid environmental change in these areas and
could aAect the glacier melting rate, snow persistence, evapotranspiration and water budget. The
study indicates that the high-altitude regions

should have a definite plan to tackle the water
resource management. However, for the precipitation the response is opposite, the lower elevation
stations are more prone to Cuctuations as compared to higher altitude stations. Although the
stations are showing increasing precipitation rate
in RCP 2.6 scenario, with the increase in temperature, the trend of precipitation is decreasing. The
lower altitude stations in higher RCP are showing
a higher rate of decrement in annual precipitation.
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Figure 12. Lag-1 autocorrelation of temperature data, the horizontal blue line represents the threshold for the autocorrelation to
being significant.

Figure 13. Probability distribution function of temperature obtained from Btting the Gaussian distribution to daily temperature
using maximum likelihood estimation. The probability distribution is plotted for the observation data (table 1), historical data
(1961–2005) and 3 RCP scenario (2006–2100).

3.2.5 Basin-wide trend and altitude dependency
of future temperature
Data of stations used in the present study are
assumed to be representative of the SRB, and
basin-wide mean of annual average temperature
and dependency of individual station against the

altitude is presented in Bgure 14. The results show
that there is a minor non-significant temperature
increment at basin scale under RCP 2.6 with a rate
of 0.003°C/year. Under RCP 4.5, temperature is
showing little higher rate of significant increment
(0.021°C/year); however, temperature under RCP
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Figure 14. (a) Time series for the Satluj River basin calculated as the average annual temperature of each year from all stations.
The equation explains the y = mx + c pattern obtained from Sen’s slope analysis. ** marks the conBdence interval of [99%.
(b) Bar plot of temperature data from individual station as an average of time series from 2018 to 2100, error bar marks the
standard deviation for the analysis period. The inset Bgure marks the linear regression plot between altitude and temperature.
E represents the altitude of station and T represents the average annual temperature.

8.5, trend is highly positive (0.060°C/year). Also,
both the trends are highly significant ([99%
conBdence level).
The available stations’ elevation varies from as
low as 354 m to as high as 3639 m. Most of the
higher altitude stations are showing the highest
rate of temperature increment, hence we further
analyze the elevation dependency among all stations. Analysis shows that there is a constant
decrease in temperature with altitude (Bgure 14).
The Kaza station, which is also the highest available station in the basin, shows high standard
deviation in temperature among all RCPs. Temperature shows the high and constant negative
gradient with altitude, but the y-intercept is
increasing in subsequent RCPs. This implies that
the rate of change of temperature with altitude will
be faster with subsequent increase in the RCPs.
The variability in temperature is also dependent on
the altitude, the highest altitude station (Kaza) is
showing the greatest variability among all RCPs.
Therefore, highest altitude stations are more prone
to frequent change in average temperature and the
situation will worsen with subsequent higher
RCPs.
The climatology of average annual precipitation
sum shows decrement of 0.30 mm/meter in all
RCPs, whereas climatology of average annual
temperature shows decrement of 0.006°C/m in

all RCPs. The implications govern a picture where
the precipitation will decrease with altitude and
subsequent increase in RCPs will decrease the
basin-wide variability in the precipitation which is
evident from the decrease in slope intercept. Study
also indicates a clear rise in the temperature with
maximum impact on the highest altitude stations
with high standard deviation. Hence, the study
suggests SRB could experience high variability in
temperature and precipitation in future, especially
in the high elevation regions due to global climate
change.

4. Conclusions
Satluj River Basin (SRB) is a high elevation river
basin in the western Himalayas with substantial
amount of ice and snow and widespread monsoon
rains impacting its hydrology. The high Himalayan
basins are proposed to be more prone to the impact
of the global climate change and the future meteorological analysis of SRB, in the present study,
shows similar type of results. Future projections up
to 2100 clearly show an increase in temperature
with an incremental increase in the higher RCPs.
The study shows that higher elevation stations are
more susceptible to warming as compared to the
lower elevation stations. Precipitation shows an
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increasing trend in RCP 2.6, but in subsequent
higher RCPs, the precipitation is showing a
decreasing trend with significant decrease in RCP
8.5. Under RCPs 4.5 and 8.5, the highest rate of
decrement is observed in the lowest elevation station. These changes in different RCPs and different
elevations need to be looked more comprehensively
using the orographic processes in view and associated seasonality. Overall the study concludes that
the future climate of the SRB is going to experience
an increase in temperature along with decrease in
precipitation. This projected scenario could impact
the hydrological processes of the SRB significantly
and hence the future hydrological outlook is not
optimistic. The increase in temperature could
enhance the glacier melting which will eventually
decrease the glaciated area in the SRB, thus
reducing its buAering capability further. Decrease
in precipitation will decrease the accumulated
snow amount in the basin. This could further
accelerate the glacier shrinkage and overall water
output from the basin. The projected future scenario could thus impact the agriculture, hydroelectric power production, ecology and drinking
water availability adversely.
Further studies on the water availability and
ecosystem response under projected future climate
is imperative for developing sustainable adaptive
strategies for the mountainous region of the basin
as well as command areas downstream.
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